REQUIREMENTS
Returning and new students - complete the following assignments and novels that correspond
with your level. The summer reading assignment will be due the first week of school.
Grade

Enrichment

Rising 11 & DP1

Read The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho

HS and HL

Write a two-page minimum essay on one of the following topics. Use events and quotes
from the novel to prove your answer. Include a Works Cited page. Your essay must be
in MLA format (MLA header, size 12 font, Times New Roman, double spaced, pages
numbered).
1) According to the book, is it possible to live a fulfilling life without ever achieving one’s
Personal Legend? Why or why not? Use at least one character from the novel and a
personal example to prove your answer.
2) How do other characters help and/or hinder Santiago's journey? Choose two
characters to discuss. At times, he is without companionship, so is he stronger or weaker
when alone?

Rising 12 & DP2

Read the play No Exit by Jean-Paul Sartre.

HS and HL

Write a two-page minimum essay on one of the following topics. Use events and quotes
from the novel to prove your answer. Include a Works Cited page. Your essay must be
in MLA format (MLA header, size 12 font, Times New Roman, double spaced, pages
numbered).
1) Analyze the theme of faith between the three protagonists.
2) Discuss how the three symbols in the play enhance the main idea.

HL

In addition to reading No Exit, revise and edit your Higher-Level Essay (Assessment #1)
and complete a second rough draft. The second rough draft will be due upon returning
to school where you will reflect on the changes you have made over break.
Tips for completing the editing process:
Step 1: Print out your work and make edits with a colored pen
Step 2: Read it out loud
Step 3: Reduce each sentence to essential parts
Step 4: Make sure to add transition words
Step 5: Assert authority by deleting all “it seems to be”, “perhaps”, “I believe”, “in my
opinion,” “I will”, and “I think that maybe” . . .

Grade
Rising 11 & 12
Rising DP1 & DP2

Math Enrichment
IXL Summer Math Practice
We’ve used IXL to reinforce our curriculum this year, and your child will continue
to have free access to the online program over the summer. With thousands of
interactive skills, IXL is a fun way for your child to keep their learning fresh. Each
student is required to log a minimum of 15 hours in IXL over the course of the
summer.

